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Admin:
- quiz3 next Friday

- review session next week with Prof Felix
- I'll be around Thursday at OH for review too

Content:
Hypothesis Testing

- Forming Hypothesis/Null Hypothesis pair
- P-values
- Errors:

- type 1 (false alarm)
- type 2 (missed detection)

- Deciding between hypotheses



What is Hypothesis Testing?

Hypothesis Testing is a use a statistical model to make a decision.
(there are other ways of statistical modelling which make decisions which aren't hypo test too!)

Research example
Self driving cars





Die rolling "prizes"

If student is able to roll a value higher than (or equal to) my own ...

... 1 time, then student gets a high five

... 2 consecutive times, then student gets a fist bump

... 3 consecutive times, then student gets two fist bumps

... 4 consecutive times, then student gets two high fives

... 5 consecutive times, then section will have an additional lowest ICA dropped from final grade

... 6 consecutive times, then student gets three fist bumps

... 7 consecutive times, then some students from front row get a fist bump

... 8 consecutive times, then section will have two lowest ICAs dropped from final grade
(including the prize for 5 consecutive times)



P-value: probability that outcome as atypical as observed occurs

whats the probability that 8 consecutive die roll success happen



Hypothesis Testing:

A hypothesis describes some possibility of interest

A null hypothesis (of some hypothesis) contains all other possibilities.

Hypothesis: Null Hypothesis:
(example non complementary null hypothesis)

Earth is heating up due to people Earth isn't heating up due to people
(Earth is not heating up)

The Utah Jazz (basketball) will win The Utah Jazz won't win championship this year.
NBA champs this season. (Boston Celtics will win NBA champs this year)



Tip 0:
Null hypotheses are the default / assumed / natural state as compared to hypothesis.

Appropriate:
Hypothesis: Prof Higger didn't do demo fairly
Null Hypothesis: Prof Higger did demo fairly

Inappropriate:
Hypothesis: Prof Higger did demo fairly
Null Hypothesis: Prof Higger didn't do demo fairly

This is inappropriate as we should assume that Prof Higger does demo fairly by default.



How to distinguish null hypothesis from hypothesis:

Tip 1:
At the end of experiment, we'll make one of two decisions:

reject the null hypothesis (claiming hypothesis is true)
don't reject the null hypothesis

Choose hypothesis / null hypothesis so that you're able to make the claim of interest (hypoth)

Tip 2:
The probabilities are computed via the null hypothesis, it has to be well defined enough for
us to compute with.



ICA 1:

Wine drinkers claim that they know a good bottle of wine by its taste.  Maybe its the case
that they're just conditioned some other way in distinguishing good wine from bad 

(mirroring others preferences, the price of the bottle) and they can't tell the difference.

- Describe an experiment which is able to claim a person can distinguish good wine 

from bad wine.  
- You may express your experimental design with a few sentences or as a comic.
(comics preferred!)
- Assume you have access to 8 bottles of ground truth good wine and another 8 bottles of

 ground truth bad wine
- Write a hypothesis / null hypothesis pair



Hypothesis (H_1): 
test subject can  distinguish between good and bad wine better than guessing.

Null Hypothesis (H_0): 
test subject cannot distinguish between good and bad wine better than guessing.





Result: 13 of the 16 trials were labelled correctly

How do we evalute this result to decide between the null hypothesis and hypothesis?

Compute the probability, given the null hypothesis, subject would have gotten 13 (or more)
trials labelled correctly

... if this is very likely, then the null hypothesis may be true.

... if this is very unlikely, then the null hypothesis is probably not true.
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Result: 13 of the 16 trials were labelled correctly

How do we evalute this result to decide between the null hypothesis and hypothesis?

Compute the probability, given the null hypothesis, subject would have gotten 13 (or more)
trials labelled correctly.
... if this is very likely, then the null hypothesis may be true.
... if this is very unlikely, then the null hypothesis is probably not true

Result as atypical as our
observation assuming null
hypothesis



Estimate
is
correct

Estimate
is
correct

Error Types
Hypothesis (H_1): 

test subject can  distinguish between good and bad wine better than guessing.
Null Hypothesis (H_0): 

test subject cannot distinguish between good and bad wine better than guessing.



P-value: The probability that an outcome as atypical as our observation would occur 
under the null hypothesis.

(In our example, this is the prob that 13 or more trials are correct given the person is guessing
if wine is good or bad ... we computed it as .01)

A high P-value means ...

A low P-value means ...





Deciding between our hypotheses:

If p-value < .05 then we reject the null hypothesis in favor of our hypothesis.
(e.g. we believe a person can distinguish good / bad wine)

If p-value >= .05 then we do not reject the null hypothesis.  
(e.g. we don't have enough evidence to claim a person can distinguish good / bad wine)

Using this rule:
- 5% of the time we'll reject the null hypothesis even though its true (type 1 / false alarm error)
- no promises about how often we'll have type 2 errors (missed detections)

alpha = .05 is the most common p-value rejection threshold, but others may be used too.



ICA 2

Playing a board game, one scores a "hit" if a 6-sided die roll yields a value of 4 or higher.  After
20 rolls, a player has scored 17 hits.  Another player is concerned that the die being rolled is not
a fair (uniform) 6 sided die.

Perform an analysis which can claim the die was not uniform

- define hypothesis / null hypothesis
- compute p-value

(remember: p-value is the probability an outcome as astypical as observations has occured)
- say if you reject / do not reject the null hypothesis

- use alpha = .06 as your rejection threshold
- in one sentence, tell what (if anything) the alpha threshold implies about the probability
  of type 1 and type 2 errors

- interpret the results in one sentence which may be understood by one who doesn't study
statistics



Hypothesis: die is not uniform
Null hypothesis: die is uniform




